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Red Tea
Sun Moon Lake, Taiwan

“Elevation” is the only tea we share annual-
ly in Global Tea Hut, and for good reason. 
It’s the tea we send home with every guest 
at the center. And there’s no better tea to ac-
company an issue devoted to Qi cultivation 
than this one, inspiring energy to rise! 

I
t’s that time of the year again! 
The only tea we repeat every 
year; the return of the classic 

Sun Moon Lake red tea we’ve come 
to call “Elevation”. The tea for this 
month is one of our all-time favorite 
teas, and the one we send home with 
every traveler who stops at our center! 
You could say it’s our signature tea: 
the one we use to introduce new tea 
wayfarers to the path—the first way-
side sign on the road. It’s also one of 
the teas we like to serve when we set 
up our roadside huts, serving tea to 
passersby.

Since this month’s issue is all 
about Qi cultivation through a tea 
practice, this is the perfect tea. Ele-
vation is full of a bright and radiant 
Qi that moves with verve, making it 
easy to begin experiencing this aspect 
of tea appreciation. Later on in this 
issue, we’ll discuss some things you 
can do to prepare for an experience 
of the Qi in tea and in yourself, 
connecting to a meditative mind 
through this month’s tea session.

This amazing red tea is defi-
nitely a Living Tea, in all the ways 
we have been discussing in previ-
ous issues of these newsletters: It is 
seed-propagated, the trees have room 
and space to grow, there is a living 
relationship with the local ecology—
undergrowth, plants, insects, ani-

mals, molds and bacteria—and there 
are, of course, no chemicals used in 
its production. The trees also have a 
healthy relationship with the people 
who care for them, achieving all five 
measures of Living Tea! (Check the 
box on the opposite page for the new 
sixth.) It shines with a bright and 
uplifting energy that makes it the 
perfect morning tea, radiating your 
day and filling it with “elevation”. It 
is simple and true, and you feel like 
you know it after your first bowl, as 
if a beloved friend from another life-
time returned.

As you may remember, there 
are two main varietals of tea: small 
leaf and big leaf. Originally, all 
tea comes from the forests in and 
around Southwest China: Yun-
nan, Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar and 
Eastern India. The original trees 
were single-trunked, with large 
wide crowns that can grow several 
meters in height. The roots are also 
deep, extending down into the earth 
before branching. Then, as Tea trav-
eled north and east—naturally or by 
human hands—it adapted to colder, 
sometimes higher, climates and ter-
roir. These trees, called “small leaf ”, 
developed to have several trunks, like 
a bush, with roots that extend out-
wards rather than down. The leaves 
got smaller and smaller as Tea pro-

gressed north into colder climes, 
until they get so small in places like 
Japan that, when they are rolled, they 
look like little needles (like sencha or 
gyokuro). Our tea of the month is a 
large leaf varietal, like puerh.

When the Japanese conquered 
Taiwan, they wanted to develop sev-
eral long-term agricultural projects 
to help their economy. They brought 
many large-leaf trees and saplings, 
as well as seeds, from Eastern India 
to make red tea plantations, choos-
ing Sun Moon Lake for its acces-
sibility and for the way the terroir 
was similar to the original homes of 
these trees. Soon after, the Japanese 
were expelled and their gardens were 
abandoned. 

In the coming decades, these 
semi-wild gardens would grow up 
and also produce completely wild 
offspring, as well as adapting and 
relating to the local terroir in all 
the amazing ways a tea tree can—
through the soil, the insects, rain 
and minerals, sun and rock. Our tea 
comes from one such small, organic 
and ecological garden consisting pri-
marily of semi-wild trees with some 
wild ones scattered throughout.

The farmer, Mr. Shu, is an 
amazing man. Many of his neigh-
bors have utilized their gardens to 
create more industrial tea plantations 
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and get rich. He says he only wants 
enough to provide for his family, and 
therefore keeps it simple and organic. 
He has even bought up some nearby 
property so that he can control the 
proximity his trees have to anything 
harmful that others may be using. 
For that reason, the tea is incredibly 
clean and bright, speaking to its long 
heritage here in these mountains, 
and beyond to the older forests its 
ancestors once lived in at the foot of 
the great Himalayas.

Mr. Shu is a second-generation 
farmer with an incredible attitude. 
While his neighbors constructed 
new-and-improved houses with sat-
ellite dishes, he stayed humble, sim-
ple and in love with his work and 
trees. Last year, there was a drought 
compounded by pests that decimated 
the area—insects that come only 
every decade or so. When we talked 
to him about it, he responded with 
great wisdom, proving that—like the 

ancient Daoist texts—
even the simplest peo-
ple can achieve har-
mony with the Dao, 
mastery of life and a 
great wisdom that we 
all can learn from. He 
said that at that time, 
he received less. If he 
were to stress about 
that, or worse yet com-
promise his values and 
turn to pesticides for 
help, it would be like 
rejecting his destiny, 
arguing with Heaven. 
Furthermore, he said 
that it would show how ungrateful 
he was for what Nature had given 
him. “We should be grateful for what 
Nature provides and accept the times 
that Heaven takes from us—learning 
from times of having less, or even 
losing what we have, as much as in 
times of abundance. We all will face 

lack and loss sooner or later. If you 
resist and argue with Heaven that 
your destiny is unfair, you don’t learn 
and there will be greater misfor-
tune later. Better to accept whatever 
Nature gives us and be grateful for 
it. I have less this year, but it is okay 
because I saved when I had more 

  No Irrigation  
 

Irrigation is an aspect of plantation tea 
that we don’t always discuss in relation to Living 
Tea. It is relevant, though. Living Tea is not irri-
gated. Some of Mr. Shu’s tea trees will wither as a 
result, but this is natural. They are a single spirit, 
and connected at the core. By not irrigating the 
trees, the output varies—in amount and quality. 
Every season will have a completely different fla-
vor, aroma and Qi. This also requires more skill, 
as the farmer has to adapt their processing to suit 
the water content of the season’s leaves. If it rains 
less, for example, Mr. Shu will have to change the 
way he withers the tea and for how long. 

Living Tea is not irrigated because that 
is the natural state of Tea. This makes Mr. Shu 
dependent on Nature, grateful for the rain. The 
most important aspect of this issue, though, 
is that the trees that are not irrigated will grow 
deeper and stronger roots, seeking the water deep 
down in the mountain. Encouraging the trees to 
grow deeper roots and to grow independently 
ensures their health and longevity. It also brings 
deep mountain Qi into the trees, changing the 
nature of the leaves as well. So let’s add a sixth 
characteristic to our list of what makes “Living 
Tea”: no irrigation!
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last year; and maybe next year I will 
have more again.” There couldn’t be 
deeper life lessons than these!

Once again, it is import-
ant to understand that what most 
Westerners call “black tea” is actu-
ally “red tea”. Ordinarily, it doesn’t 
matter what something is called, but 
in this case there is actually a prob-
lem, because there is another kind of 
Chinese tea that is called “black tea” 
(characterized by post-production, 
artificial fermentation). So if you 
call red tea “black tea”, then what do 
you call black tea? The reasons for 
this error are to do with the long dis-
tances tea once traveled in chests to 

Europe, and even more importantly 
with the general lack of information 
for the first few hundred years tea was 
traded. Europeans weren’t allowed 
inland in those days, and never saw 
the tea trees nor the processing of 
the leaves. You could see how easy it 
would be to spread misinformation, 
buying tea through middlemen in 
broken pidgin.

We repeat this every time 
we send a red tea, because it is an 
important mistake that we tea lovers 
have to correct, so that the real black 
tea can have its name back!

 Most red tea is processed in 
3-4 phases: first it is picked and then 

it is withered, traditionally on bam-
boo trays stacked on shelves built to 
hold them. The withering of red tea 
is very long, usually from twelve to 
twenty-four hours. It is then rolled 
for an exceptionally long time, to 
continue the oxidation and break 
down the cells. It literally turns into 
a pasty mass in the process. Then it 
is dried, usually in an oven. Our tea, 
however, is completely different. The 
farmers think we are crazy, but we 
ask them to decrease the withering 
and the rolling period, leaving some 
green in the leaves, which you will 
see when you brew them (essentially, 
we’ve asked that the tea be less oxi-
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  Caretaker of the Land  
 

Mr. Shu has a deep love for Nature. 
All his farms are organic. He even pur-
chased the adjacent lands, through years of 
saving, as he was concerned that the agri-
cultural practices of his immediate neigh-
bors would influence his own beloved tea. 

Betel nut is a mild intoxicant sold 
throughout Asia. The tree is easy to grow, 
requiring little care, so many farmers plant 
it around their tea to supplement their 
income. This kind of palm is unhealthy and 
bad for the land, however, depleting the 
soil and causing landslides due to its root 
structure. It has a negative impact on the 
energy of the tea as well. Consequently, Mr. 
Shu has killed the betel trees that were on 
the neighbor’s land that he purchased to 
protect his own trees. The dead trunks are 
then invaded by grubs that quickly con-
sume the pith of the betel trees. When split 
open, this will make a nice fertilizer for the 
tea trees. 



dized than that which is produced 
commercially). The reason for the 
complete oxidation in normal red tea 
processing is to make the tea sweet 
and delicious. Nevertheless, we have 
found that such extreme processing 
removes some of the tea’s Qi, and 
distances it from the mountain and 
deep essence it touches. This is espe-
cially relevant when the tea leaves 
were plucked from old-growth, big 
leaf tea trees. The leaves of these 
large-leaf trees are often bitter and 

astringent, but we can accept a bit of 
that along with the sweetness, can’t 
we? And isn’t that a significant life 
lesson as well? In the end, we’d rather 
have a slightly less delicious tea with 
incredible and relaxing Qi than the 
other way around. 

Mr. Shu smiles and says he 
likes our quirkiness. We hope you 
will understand why we make our 
red tea like this. We don’t produce it 
for sale, only for free. We only wish 
we could give it to you for less.

This year the tea was a bit more 
oxidized than usual, due to a lack of 
rainfall. Mr. Shu still decreased the 
withering and rolling for us, but not 
as much as in previous years. The 
raw tea leaves themselves were also 
more astringent, so a bit more oxida-
tion was necessary. For these reasons, 
we stored the tea for a few months 
before sending it to you, allowing the 
flavors to mellow out and the Qi to 
become smoother and softer. 
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Mrs. Shu happily picking this 

month’s tea for you!
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  Brewing Tips for This Month’s Tea  

We recommend putting these leaves in a bowl, 
watching them unfold in the oldest brewing method 
around, older than the pyramids in fact! Elevation is 
the penultimate bowl tea! It often defines this brewing 
style, as so many of us started our tea journey drinking 
this very tea in this very way. It is a great morning tea, 
leaving you awake, bright and calm. Try waking up a bit 
earlier one morning, alone or with some loved ones. Put 
more or less leaves in your bowl, to your taste, and fill 
it with hot water. As it steeps, have a moment or two of 

meditation. Then pass the bowl between you, sharing 
a single bowl as you share a single encounter, a single 
chance…

Try sitting cross-legged and putting a few leaves 
in a bowl. Sit and soak up the warmth and feel how it 
invigorates you. It has an incredible energy that calms 
and uplifts simultaneously. Try this for a few days and 
you will find that afterwards your outlook each morning 
is getting brighter and your life is starting to change—
and all from a few leaves scattered in a bowl…

Leaves and water
Subdue 
Poison dragons of the mind.
Tamed, 
These red-ribbon streaks
Carry me past Mt. Penglai,
Where the temple bells ring,
To a spot in the hills
Where I can be alone.

  —Wu De



An 80-year-old tree, one of 

many in this month’s tea.


